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Abstract: Nowadays, heart diseases have become a leading cause of mortality worldwide and it affects a huge number 

of individuals. The early and accurate prediction of heart disease risk factors plays a crucial role in preventing opposing 

results. Additionally, it is necessary to recognize heart disease quickly and accurately by analyzing patient’s data. This 

paper proposed a novel approach for predicting heart disease through machine learning techniques. The proposed Bat 

Algorithm (BA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based Random Forest (RF), named BAPSO-RF is utilized 

for selecting optimum features that can enhance the heart-disease prediction accuracy. The proposed BAPSO-RF is 

evaluated on UCI heart disease dataset which contains 14 attributes and 270 records. The proposed BAPSO-RF model 

attains better results by utilizing metrics like accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score values of about 98.71%, 98.67%, 

98.23%, and 98.45% correspondingly which ensures early and accurate prediction of heart disease compared to 

existing techniques like hybrid of Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) with Random Forest 

(GAPSO-RF), stacked Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Algorithm with Radial Basis Function (GA-RBF). 

Keywords: Bat algorithm, Grid search, Heart disease prediction, Particle swarm optimization, Random forest. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the healthcare field has perceived 

an innovative transformation with the incorporation 

of machine learning techniques into its practices [1]. 

By analyzing an enormous quantity of medical data, 

machine learning techniques offer the probability to 

transform patient care, diagnostics, and treatment 

approaches [2]. The major promising study parts in 

the healthcare domain and the technical group are 

concentrated on medical applications like creating of 

Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system for heart 

disease prediction [3]. By utilizing machine learning 

models, healthcare experts can leverage knowledge 

and proficiency within these pre-trained models and 

apply it to various healthcare tasks like disease 

diagnosis, prediction, and clinical image analysis. 

This technique saves time, and improves the accuracy 

and efficiency of healthcare systems [4, 5]. The early 

and precise prediction of heart disease has a critical 

goal for ensuring better patient results and reducing 

the burden on healthcare systems [6]. In this instance, 

healthcare distributor has more prominence on heart 

disease prediction. By estimating patient health 

records, developing innovative approaches for data 

analysis might enable early diagnosis of heart disease 

[7, 8]. 

Heart disease is the most serious and way of the 

deadliest human illness worldwide, accounting for 

above 70% of all mortalities and a yearly death rate 

of more than 17.7 million [9]. It is difficult to 

recognize high-risk patients with heart disease 
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because of the contribution of various other risk 

factors like high blood pressure and diabetes [10]. 

Additionally, some other factors like unhealthy 

breathing situations and high stress level contributes 

larger spread of risk for heart disease [11]. The heart 

fails to pump the essential quantity of blood to 

various organs to instigate the usual functionality of 

the human body. The symptoms of heart sickness 

include swollen feet, physical body fatigue, irregular 

heartbeats, exhaustion with signs, chest pain, and 

dizziness [12, 13]. To alleviate these errors, it is 

desirable to have a computer technique that precisely 

predicts the probability of diseases and minimizes the 

imprecisions through the prediction process [14]. The 

powerful and high-scale machine learning algorithms 

are utilized for predicting heart disease and reducing 

high-cost diagnosis and treatment issues [15]. The 

major contribution of this research as follows: 

• During feature selection, the proposed 

BAPSO-RF utilized BA to generate fast 

converging for specified objective functions 

and it shifts between the exploration to the 

exploitation stage rapidly at the primary stage. 

The PSO is involved in enhancing the 

optimization performance of the disease 

prediction model. 

• The fitness function of BA and PSO is 

enhanced through an RF classifier for 

enhancing accuracy in classification. 

• The proposed BAPSO-RF approach was 

evaluated by utilizing metrics like accuracy, 

precision, recall, and f1-score. 

The rest part of the research is described as 

follows, relative research is given in Section 2. The 

proposed method is explained in Section 3. The 

results and comparative analysis of the proposed 

method are given in Section 4 and Section 5 is a 

conclusion of the paper.  

2. Literature Review 

Al-Ssulami [16] introduced machine learning and 

data augmentation techniques for improved coronary 

heart disease prediction. This developed model 

provides an augmented dataset through duplicate 

misclassified occurrences selectively in a leave-one-

out cross-validation procedure for model overfitting. 

This developed model utilized the UCI heart disease 

dataset which corresponds with a certain classifier for 

providing distinct augmented datasets. This 

experiment was repetitive through various smaller 

base datasets and every produced dataset constantly 

yields higher accuracy. The developed model 

enhances the robustness and generalization in a large 

dataset. However, this model enhances the 

computation time at each iteration. 

El-Shafiey [17] developed a hybrid of Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) optimization technique for predicting heart 

disease according to Random Forest (RF). The 

developed GAPSO-RF model executes multivariate 

numerical analysis in the first step for selecting the 

most substantial features through the initial 

population which enhances prediction accuracy. 

Then, the discriminative mutation approach was 

executed in GA and the GAPSO-RF model integrates 

an improved GA and PSO for global and local search 

respectively. The developed model was 

computationally affordable because of small system 

requirements. However, the developed model has 

some limitations such as temporal complexity, small-

data issues, and high computational cost. 

Abdollahi and Nouri-Moghaddam [18] 

implemented an ensemble technique to predict heart 

disease using feature selection based on machine 

learning techniques. The feature selection method 

designates the important features for enhancing 

accuracy and minimizing the computational time of 

classification. To estimate the hyperparameter tuning 

and machine learning model, cross-validation is 

utilized. The classifiers' performance was examined 

on designated features as chosen by the performance 

metrics. The developed stacked GA model employed 

UCI dataset which comprised 270 records and 13 

features. This ensemble technique has some benefits 

like smaller computational time and better 

generalization ability than conventional algorithms. 

However, this developed model has huge 

computational overhead and a probability of 

overfitting issues. 

El-Hasnony [19] presented multi-label active 

learning based on five various selection approaches 

for heart disease prediction. The developed model is 

utilized to minimize labeling costs by designating the 

relevant query information iteratively. The selected 

method by label ranking classifier consumes 

enhanced hyperparameters through grid search for 

executing predictive modeling in every stage of the 

heart disease dataset. The prevalence of employing 

active learning for analyzing heart disease improves 

generality over memorization of the generated model. 

The developed model was utilized to solve the 

memorizing learning model problems. However, this 

model has slow convergence and high computational 

cost. 

Doppala [20] suggested a hybrid machine-

learning technique for predicting coronary disease 

through feature selection over the heart disease 

dataset. The developed method utilized a GA-RBF 
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for coronary prediction through enhanced accuracy 

of feature selection mechanism. The developed GA-

RBF technique goal was attribute reduction which is 

the solution for obtaining better effectiveness and the 

feature selection mechanism affects the target 

predicted values. The GA-RBF model has an 

excellent learning capability, a simple layout, and the 

ability to manage datasets through numerous features. 

However, the computational cost and time required 

for each generation has increased. 

Budholiya [21] introduced an optimized Extreme 

Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) classifier for efficient 

heart disease prediction. The developed model 

utilized Bayesian optimization which is an effective 

technique for optimizing the hyperparameter of the 

XGBoost classifier. Additionally, the One-Hot (OH) 

encoding technique for encoding the absolute 

features is utilized in data preprocessing in heart 

disease datasets to enhance prediction accuracy. The 

developed model performance was estimated on the 

heart disease dataset and compared with Extra Tree 

(ET) and Random Forest (RF) classifiers. The 

developed model has a built-in ability to handle 

mission data during prediction. However, this model 

consumes significant amount of data while working 

with large datasets. 

Bhatt [22] developed a machine-learning 

technique based on efficient heart disease prediction 

to minimize the fatality produced by heart diseases. 

The developed method with k-mode clustering 

through Huang starting can enhance the classification 

accuracy. Machine learning methods like random 

forest, XGBoost, decision tree, and Multilayer 

perceptron are utilized in this research. The 

GridSearchCV was utilized to tune the 

hyperparameters of this model for optimizing the 

result. The developed model dataset was divided 

based on gender which can be beneficial for 

prediction. However, this developed model considers 

only a restricted set of clinical and demographic 

variables and does not consider other potential risk 

factors. 

Rani [23] presented a machine learning-based 

hybrid decision support system to predict heart 

disease. The developed model utilized a multivariate 

attribution through a chained algorithm for handling 

missing values. The hybrid feature selection 

algorithm integrates the elimination of recursive 

features and a Genetic algorithm for selecting 

features from accessible datasets. The naïve Bayes, 

support vector machine, logistic regression, adaboost, 

and random forest are utilized for classification. The 

developed model iterates over numerous generations 

which helps to produce better solutions. However, the 

disease severity was not diagnosed which minimizes 

the model's performance. 

 

 
Figure. 1 Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology 
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Kavitha Chandrashekar and Anitha Tuluvanooru 

Narayanreddy [22] suggested an Ensemble Feature 

Optimized (EFO) learning model which utilized an 

improved XGBoost and feature level cross-validation 

approach for efficient heart disease prediction. To 

obtain high accuracy, this model utilized a cross-

validation approach that employed efficient feature 

rank model for enhance the prediction accuracy 

through improving the prediction error. This model 

produced the better accuracy when the data was 

imbalance. However, this model has high training 

error rate for multiclass classification.  

From the overall analysis, the GAPSO-RF model 

has temporal complexity, small-data issues, and high 

computational cost. The stacked GA model has huge 

computational overhead and a probability of 

overfitting issues. The GA-RBF model has enhanced 

the computational cost and time required for each 

generation. The optimized XGBoost with OH 

encoded model consumes a significant amount of 

data while working with large datasets. The EFO 

model has high error rate for multiclass classification. 

Hence, these limitations are considered and 

overcomes by proposed BAPSO in this manuscript. 

3. Proposed Methodology 

The UCI heart disease dataset is utilized in this 

paper which contains 14 attributes and 270 records. 

This dataset is standardized using the min-max 

normalization method which improves the model 

performance. The preprocessed features are selected 

by using the Bat Algorithm and Particle Swarm 

Optimization (BAPSO). During feature selection, the 

proposed BAPSO generates fast converging for the 

specified objective functions and it shifts between 

exploration to the exploitation stage rapidly at the 

primary stage. The PSO is involved in enhancing the 

optimization performance of the disease prediction 

model. The fitness function of BA and PSO is 

enhanced through an RF classifier for enhancing 

accuracy in classification. The block diagram of the 

proposed methodology is presented in Fig. 1. 

3.1 Dataset 

The proposed methodology was evaluated by 

utilizing the publicly accessible heart disease dataset 

from University of California, Irvine (UCI) 

repository [25] which contains 14 attributes and 270 

records. The dataset was divided into 75% for 

training and 25% for testing. The target is to classify 

the absence or presence of heart sickness from the 

medical data given to a patient. This is a benchmark 

dataset due to the influences of real patient 

 

Table 1. Dataset features and data types 

Features Type 

Age Integer 

Blood pressure Integer 

Blood sugar Numerical two values 

Ca Numerical two values 

Chest pain Numeric values 

C Two-digit number 

Cholesterol Integer 

Depression Real number 

Electrocardiographic Three-digit number 

Exercise-included Numerical two values 

Heart rate Integer 

Sex Numerical two values 

Slope Numeric values 

Thal Numeric values 

 

information and which is widely utilized to test 

numerous data processing methods. The description 

of this dataset is illustrated in Table 1. 

3.2 Preprocessing 

Data preprocessing is the process of converting 

the raw data into a desired format, the dataset from 

several resources may consist of incomplete data. So, 

for further analysis, this data is required to be filtered 

and normalized. Data normalization is the process of 

preprocessing the input data. The UCI heart disease 

dataset is standardized using min-max normalization 

method which improves the model performance [26]. 

The highest score of the feature is transformed into 1, 

the smallest score of the feature is transformed into 0 

and other values of the feature are transformed into 

an integer between 0 and 1. The mathematical 

representation of min-max normalization is shown in 

Eq. (1), 

 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝑓(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑍𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑍𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑍𝑚𝑖𝑛
       (1) 

 

Where, 𝑓  is the input image, 𝑥  and 𝑦  are pixel 

location in image, 𝑍𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑍𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum 

and minimum pixel values. After the preprocessing 

step, the features are selected by using an 

optimization algorithm. 

3.3 Feature Selection 

The Bat Algorithm and Particle Swarm 

Optimization (BAPSO) are used for selecting 

features from preprocessed images. Bat Algorithm 

(BA) generates fast converging for the specified 

objective functions and it shifts between exploration 

to the exploitation stage rapidly at the primary stage. 

The PSO is computationally cheap because of its few 

system requirements. The BAPSO algorithm is 
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designated for feature selection due to its discrete 

features in attaining optimal solutions for 

optimization issues. These features are utilized to 

recognize the optimal resources from the disease 

prediction. The BA is a nature-inspired optimization 

technique according to the echolocation features of 

bats. The bats naturally employed a sonar category 

called echolocation for detecting prey [27], tracing 

problems in the track, and staying in crevices. The 

echoes formed by bats are loud and the difference in 

pulses was relevant for hunting approaches. Usually, 

frequency-moderated signals are formed which come 

back to bat in the form of the octave. The frequency 

ranges from 25kHz to 150kHz and the distinctive 

pulse count is 10-20 per sec which can rise to 200 

pulses per sec. Using echolocation, the hunting 

behavior of bats is correlated with the optimal 

resource recognition from the disease prediction. 

There are three common rules for expressing the bat 

algorithm such as,  

• Bats already know the echo difference among 

prey and background obstacles 

• Based on the targets, bats alter the emanated 

pulse frequency and pulse emission rates 

automatically. 

• The loudness differs between huge positive 

into minimum persistent. 

These general rules are correlated to the optimum 

feature selection procedure wherein differences 

among required and other resources are identified for 

the distribution method. Then, the source recognition 

chooses optimum features through parameter altering, 

and lastly highest optimum score was taken as more 

classification procedure. The bat motion is expressed 

for determining the optimization procedure. 

Primarily, consider the bat frequency (𝑓𝑥), velocity 

(𝑣𝑥
𝑡), location (𝑀𝑥

𝑡 ) and solution space (𝑑) for 𝑡 th 

iteration [28]. The better solution display between the 

bat is specified as 𝑀∗  according to the defined 

function. The above rules are mathematically 

expressed in Eq. (2), (3) and (4), 

 

𝑓𝑥 = 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝜑                              (2) 

 

𝑣𝑥
𝑡 = 𝑣𝑥

𝑡−1 + (𝑀𝑥
𝑡−1 − 𝑀∗)𝑓𝑥                              (3) 

 

𝑀𝑥
𝑡 = 𝑀𝑥

𝑡−1 + 𝑣𝑥
𝑡        (4) 

 

Here, 𝜑  is the random function vector attained 

from a uniform distribution within the range of [0,1]. 

Primarily, entire bats are allocated through random 

frequency within the range of [𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛].  
For this purpose, the BA is specified as a 

 

Table 2. Parameters of optimization model 

Parameters Values 

Bat size 15 

Acceleration constants 1.04 

Highest loudness, pulse rate 

and frequency 

1, 2, 3 

Smallest loudness, pulse 

rate and frequency 

0 

Number of maximum 

iterations 

150 

Pulse rate constant 0.9 

Loudness constant 0.96 

 

frequency-tuning algorithm which achieves the best 

features in exploitation and exploration. Moreover, 

pulse rates and loud variations are expressed for 

altering the system among exploration into the 

exploitation phase. In this phase, loudness variation 

(𝑙𝑥)  and pulse emission rate (𝑟𝑥)  are differed in 

iteration process. Generally, loudness was reduced 

whether the bat recognized prey though (𝑟𝑥)  was 

enhanced. The loudness designates among 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 

𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 and smallest loudness is considered as 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0. 

In this case the bat recognizes prey and quits pulse 

emanation which is denoted in Eq. (5) and (6), 

 

𝑙𝑥
𝑡+1 = 𝜌𝑙𝑥

𝑡         (5) 

 

𝑟𝑥
𝑡+1 = 𝑟𝑥

0(1 − 𝑒−𝜎𝑡)      (6) 

 

Where 𝜌  and 𝜎  are constant, 𝑟𝑥
0  is the primary 

pulse rate. For 0 < 𝜌 < 1  and 𝜎 > 0  the functions 

are altered into 𝑙𝑥
𝑡 = 0, 𝑟𝑥

𝑡 = 𝑟𝑥
0. The 𝜌 is designated 

in the range of 0.9 − 0.98 . Table 2 illustrates the 

parameters of the optimization model. 

The PSO is involved in enhancing the 

optimization performance of the disease prediction 

model. The PSO is a stochastic technique that is 

expressed according to the characteristics of birds 

flocking in the food searching procedure. The random 

population originated as particles transmit data 

around search space. The additional particles 

accomplished similar thus the data was swapped 

through other particles. The best solution of PSO was 

labeled as the global best and overall enduring 

particles were required to transfer from the present 

position into the optimum position [29]. The curve 

movement will be defined and this procedure was 

frequently utilized to attain the best solution. Present 

velocity values are interned through particles in the 

population thus the following best solution can be 

attained [30]. The velocity of all particle position 

vectors is denoted in eq. (7), 

 

𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1 = 𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑡 + 𝑣𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1                                           (7) 
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Where, 𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑡  is the position vector of 𝑖th iteration 

in 𝑥th particle and 𝑣𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1 is the velocity vector of 𝑡 +

1th iteration in 𝑖th particle. The velocity is expressed 

in eq. (8), 

 

𝑣𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1 = 𝑤𝑣𝑥𝑦

𝑡 + 𝑐1𝑟1(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡 − 𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑡 ) +

(𝑐2𝑟2𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡 − 𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑡 )        (8) 

 

Where, 𝑣𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1  is the velocity vector of 𝑡 + 1 th 

iteration in 𝑖 th particle, 𝑐1  and 𝑐2  are the uniform 

distribution system. The particle fitness rate is 

specified as 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡  and 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡  that is according to 

every particle in the fitness function. According to the 

fitness function, every particle position is estimated 

which is shown in eq. (9), 

 

𝑓 = (𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑡 − 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥)2 +  (𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑡 − 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥)2    (9) 

 

The fitness function of every particle is equated 

to update the position of 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, whether 

the position is relatively better than the earlier 

position than the current position is taken as the best 

and the all-fitness function is modernized which is 

presented in eq. (10) and (11), 

 

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡 {

𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑡            𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑡 ) < 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡         𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒              

           (10) 

 

𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡 = min (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥

𝑡 , 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥+1
𝑡 , … , 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝑡   (11) 

 

To update each particle velocity and position eq. 

(10) and (11) were utilized and a similar process was 

executed for tuning the BA fitness function. The PSO 

last velocity is presented in eq. (12), 

 

𝑣𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1 = 𝑤𝑣𝑥𝑦

𝑡 + (𝑐1𝑟1(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡 − 𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑡 ) +

(𝑐2𝑟2𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑥𝑦
𝑡 − 𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑡 )) 𝑓𝑥                  (12) 

Where, 𝑣𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1  is the velocity vector of 𝑡 + 1 th 

iteration in 𝑖 th particle, 𝑐1  and 𝑐2  are the uniform 

distribution system and 𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑡  is the position vector of 

𝑖th iteration in 𝑥th particle. 

3.4 Classification 

In this proposed technique, the Random Forest 

(RF) is utilized for binary classification. The RF 

builds numerous decision tree through the training 

time and produces class that has a mean estimation. 

The RF hyperparameter are finetuned through grid 

search. The best parameter set was extracted from 

grid search which is utilized to train RF to obtain the 

 

Table 3. Parameters and Grid search values 

Parameters Grid Search Values 

No. of trees 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 

Min_samples_leaf 1, 5, 10, 12 

Min_samples_split 2, 5, 10, 20 

Max_depth 3, 5, 10, 15 

Max_features Auto, log2, sqrt 

 

highest accuracy in classification. An extensive 

variety of parameters are executed in grid search 

which is presented in Table 3. 

The RF utilized the bagging concept and 

integrated various decision trees to enhance 

prediction ability. The numerous data samples are 

randomly produced from the actual dataset through 

replacement and every decision tree is trained on 

various data samples.  Features are randomly 

designated through tree construction. The prediction 

produced with numerous trees was integrated by a 

majority vote. The RF can be tuned with enhanced 

accuracy through parameter optimization like 

estimator number, number of features utilized for 

split node, minimum size of node, etc. Particularly, 

the decision tree designates optimum features from 

present feature sets. However, RF chooses the subset 

from the node set randomly that fits to decision trees 

and then selects optimum features from subsets [31]. 

The RF has the highest accuracy and is utilized in the 

big data set but have a good performance for some 

high-dimensional samples. The RF working process 

is presented in Fig. 2. 

4. Experimental Result 

In this paper, the proposed method is simulated 

by using a Python environment with the system 

configuration of RAM:16GB, Processor: Intel core i7 

and Operating System: Windows 10. The parameters 

like accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score are 

utilized for estimate proposed technique performance 

which is shown in eq. (13), (14), (15) and (16), 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                               (13) 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
                                            (14) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                                                (15) 

 

𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ×
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
                    (16) 

 

Where, 𝑇𝑃 , 𝑇𝑁 , 𝐹𝑃  and 𝐹𝑁  illustrate the True 

Positives, True Negatives, False Positives and False 

Negatives respectively. 
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Figure. 2 Working process of Random Forest 

 

Table 4. Quantitative analysis of the Optimization 

algorithm 

Methods Accuracy 

(%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F1-

Score 

(%) 

CSO 89.92 89.76 89.54 89.63 

GWO 91.79 91.58 91.63 91.36 

BA 93.43 93.39 93.28 93.11 

PSO 94.82 94.71 94.57 94.41 

BAPSO 96.57 96.48 96.31 96.23 

 

 
Figure. 3 Performance of optimization algorithm 

4.1 Quantitative Analysis 

This section shows the quantitative analysis of the 

proposed BAPSO-RF approach with regard to 

accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score. Table 4, 5 

and 6 illustrates the quantitative analysis of 

optimization algorithms, classification with default 

features and after feature selection by employing the 

UCI heart disease dataset respectively.  

Table 4 and Fig. 3 represent the performance of 

the optimization algorithm by utilizing metrics like 

accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. The Cat 

Swarm Optimization (CSO), Grey Wolf 

Optimization (GWO), Bat Algorithm (BA), and 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are restrained 

and matched with the proposed BAPSO algorithm.  

Table 5. Quantitative analysis of classification with 

default features 

Methods Accuracy 

(%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F1-

Score 

(%) 

NB 89.71 89.53 89.49 89.28 

SVM 91.48 91.39 91.25 91.16 

LR 92.87 92.61 92.58 92.37 

DT 93.94 93.77 93.69 93.46 

RF 94.79 94.61 94.48 94.57 

 

 
Figure. 4 Performance of classification with default 

features 

 

The obtained result shows that the proposed BAPSO 

algorithm attains accuracy of 96.57%, precision of 

96.48%, recall of 96.31% and f1-score of 96.23% 

which is comparatively higher than the existing 

optimization algorithms. 

Table 5 and Fig. 4 represent the performance of 

classification with default features by utilizing 

metrics like accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. 

The Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Linear Regression (LR) and Decision Tree 

(DT) are measured and matched with RF model. The 

attained result shows that the RF model attains 

accuracy of 94.79%, precision of 94.61%, recall of 
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Table 6. Quantitative analysis of classification after 

feature selection 

Methods Accuracy 

(%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F1-

Score 

(%) 

RF 94.79 94.61 94.48 94.57 

GA-RF 95.42 95.39 95.27 95.22 

BA-RF 96.88 96.73 96.62 96.71 

PSO-RF 97.53 97.42 97.38 97.46 

BAPSO-

RF 

98.71 98.67 98.23 98.45 

 

 
Figure. 5 Performance of classification after feature 

selection 
 

94.48% and f1-score of 94.57% which is 

comparatively higher than the existing classifiers.  

Table 6 and Fig. 5 represent the performance of 

classification after feature selection by utilizing 

metrics like accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score. 

The Random Forest (RF), Genetic Algorithm-RF 

(GA-RF), Bat Algorithm-RF (BA-RF), Particle 

Swarm Optimization-RF (PSO-RF) are restrained 

and matched with the proposed BAPSO-RF approach. 

The obtained result shows that the proposed BAPSO-

RF approach attains accuracy of 98.71%, precision of 

98.67%, recall of 98.23% and f1-score of 98.45% 

which is comparatively higher than the existing 

methods. 

 

4.2 Comparative Analysis 

This section illustrates the comparative analysis 

of proposed BAPSO-RF approach with evaluation 

metrics like accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score 

as shown in Table 7. The existing result such as [17], 

[18, 20, 21, 24] are utilized for estimating an ability 

of the classifier. The BAPSO-RF is trained, tested 

and validated by using UCI heart disease dataset. The 

result obtained from Table 7 shows that the proposed 

BAPSO-RF attains better performance when 

compared with the existing methods. The accuracy 

was improved to 98.71%, precision of 98.67%, recall 

of 98.23% and f1-score of 98.45%. 

4.2.1. Discussion 

In this section, the advantages of the proposed 

method and the limitations of existing methods are 

discussed. The existing method has some limitations 

such as the GAPSO-RF [17] model has temporal 

complexity, small-data issues, and high 

computational cost. The stacked GA [18] model has 

huge computational overhead and a probability of 

overfitting issues. The GA-RBF [20] model has 

enhanced the computational cost and time required 

for each generation. The optimized XGBoost with 

OH encoded [21] model consumes a significant 

amount of data while working with large datasets. 

The EFO [24] model has high error rate for multiclass 

classification. The proposed BAPSO-RF approach 

overcomes these existing model limitations. The 

proposed model is utilized to generate fast 

converging for the specified objective functions and 

it shifts between exploration into the exploitation 

stage rapidly at the primary stage. The PSO is in 

enhancing the performance of the disease prediction 

model. The fitness function of BA and PSO is 

enhanced through an RF classifier for enhancing 

accuracy in classification.  

 

Table 7. Comparative Analysis 

Author Method Dataset Accuracy 

(%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F1-

Score 

(%) 

El-Shafiey [17] GAPSO-RF  

 

UCI heart 

disease dataset 

95.60 97.44 92.68 94.00 

Abdollahi and Nouri-

Moghaddam [18] 

Stacked GA 97.57 N/A 96 N/A 

Doppala [20] GA-RBF 85.40 95 96 95 

Budholiya [21] Optimized 

XGBoost with 

OH encoded 

91.80 N/A 85.71 90.56 

Kavitha Chandrashekar and 

Anitha Tuluvanooru 

Narayanreddy [24] 

EFO 98.61 N/A N/A N/A 

Proposed method BAPSO-RF 98.71 98.67 98.23 98.45 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a Bat Algorithm (BA) and 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based Random 

Forest (RF), named as BAPSO-RF is utilized for 

selecting optimum features which can enhance the 

heart-disease prediction accuracy. The proposed 

BAPSO-RF is evaluated on UCI heart disease dataset 

which contains 14 attributes and 270 records. The 

UCI heart disease dataset is standardized using min-

max normalization method which improves the 

model performance. The preprocessed features are 

selected by using Bat Algorithm and Particle Swarm 

Optimization (BAPSO). During feature selection, the 

proposed BAPSO generates fast converging for the 

specified objective functions and it shifts between 

exploration into exploitation stage rapidly at primary 

stage. The PSO is involved in enhancing the 

optimization performance of the disease prediction 

model. The fitness function of BA and PSO is 

enhanced through RF classifier for enhancing 

accuracy in classification. The proposed BAPSO-RF 

model attains better results by utilizing metrics like 

accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score values of 

about 98.71%, 98.67%, 98.23% and 98.45% 

correspondingly which ensures accurate and early 

prediction of heart disease. In future, the hyper 

parameter tuning is applied in optimization algorithm 

for improving the model performance. 

 

 

Notations: 
Notations Description 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) Min-max normalization 

𝑓 Input image 

𝑥 and 𝑦 Pixel location in image 

𝑍𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum pixel values 

𝑍𝑚𝑖𝑛 Minimum pixel values 

(𝑓𝑥) Frequency of bat 

(𝑣𝑥
𝑡) Velocity of bat 

(𝑀𝑥
𝑡) Location of bat 

𝜑 Random function vector 

(𝑙𝑥) Loudness variation 

(𝑟𝑥) Pulse emission rate 

𝜌 and 𝜎 Constant 

𝑟𝑥
0 Primary pulse rate 

𝑀𝑥𝑦
𝑡  Position vector of 𝑖th iteration in 

𝑥th particle 

𝑣𝑥𝑦
𝑡+1 Velocity vector of 𝑡 + 1th iteration 

in 𝑖th particle 

𝑐1 and 𝑐2 Uniform distribution system 

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 

𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 

Particle fitness rate 

𝑇𝑃 True Positives 

𝑇𝑁 True Negatives 

𝐹𝑃 False Positives 

𝐹𝑁 False Negatives  
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